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Central Bank Headline Risk Elevated Into Jackson Hole


USD attempting modest retracement of last week’s losses; positioning stretched.



CAD soft following Friday’s CPI-driven gain; BoC rate expectations firming.



EUR softens from mid-1.14 area; yield spreads remain a significant headwind.



GBP a modest outperformer; EU’s Moscovici offers constructive comments.



JPY quietly consolidating just below recent high; narrowing spreads supportive.



AUD consolidating around 0.73; RBA headline risk elevated into Lowe, minutes.



MXN little changed in narrow ranges just above 200 day MA.
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FX Market Update - The USD has strengthened modestly on the session overall,
regaining ground lost broadly through the latter part of last week as markets
expressed relief that US-China trade dialogue will resume, removing some of the risk
premium that the USD had accumulated through early August. Global stocks are
higher on the session so far and major government bond markets are stable to
slightly firmer (modest out-performance for the peripheral Eurozone markets). Gold
and crude oil are slightly higher on the session. The MXN is little changed in narrow
ranges following last week’s indecisive chop around the 19 level (200-day MA at
19.03). The yuan is mixed on the session, with the onshore market firming modestly
and the offshore market weakening. There are no data reports from North America at
all today and the calendar for the week is quite light but central bank event risk a little
more significant, with BoC DG Wilkins speaking this morning and the KC Fed’s
Jackson Hole symposium starting Thursday (Chairman Powell speaks on Friday).
With markets facing additional trade uncertainties and risks beyond China (Turkey)
and other issues that will detract from fundamental developments in the coming
months – Italy and the UK, for example – markets are tending to look a little more
favourably on the USD outlook. The big dollar has performed more strongly than we
had expected, especially in the past few weeks, but we remain somewhat skeptical
on the potential for the USD to improve significantly. Longer term risks remain for the
USD (positive fundamentals and rate prospects are largely priced in) and we rather
feel that the recent improvement in USD sentiment has coincided with some signs of
weakness in price action (possible reversal in the DXY through late last week) while
bull positioning/sentiment is starting to look quite extreme.
USDCAD (1.3073) • CAD is soft, down modestly from Friday’s close and a midperformer among the G10 in an environment of broad-based USD strength. The
outlook for relative central bank policy remains supportive as market participants
consider Friday’s stronger than expected CPI data and its implications for the BoC.
Domestic rate expectations are firming and yield spreads are narrowing in a CADsupportive manner. Headline risk is elevated as we look to BoC Sr. Dep. Gov.
Wilkins’ panel participation on the topic of financial conditions and vulnerability
(9:15am ET). Sentiment appears to be delivering additional CAD support as we note
the softening in measures of implied volatility and stabilization in risk reversals.
USDCAD is currently well above our FV estimate of 1.2922.
USDCAD short-term technicals: neutral—momentum indicators are neutral and
trend strength indicators are weak. Recent support has been observed around
1.3050 and recent USDCAD gains have faltered above 1.3150. We would anticipate
additional near-term support at 1.3020, 1.3000 and the 100 day MA (1.2979).
EURUSD (1.1417) • Germany reported as expected Jul PPI (+0.2% M/M, +3.0% Y/
Y) while Eurozone construction output rose 2.6% in the Jun year. Bloomberg’s
survey of forecasts reflected a slight deceleration in growth expectations (2.1% this
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year, down from 2.2% in the previous survey) while an ECB rate tightening is not expected until Q3 2019. Eurozone-US rate spreads
have flattened out over the past couple of months around -325bps but the yield gap remains a significant hurdle for the EUR absent a
more obvious (USD-negative) reasons USD long positions to bail out.
EURUSD short-term technicals: neutral/bearish – EURUSD price action looks a little more “neutral” than bearish from our point of
view this morning, with the EUR sell-off stabilising (doji candle) last Wednesday and the EUR improving modestly Thursday (delivering
a weak form “doji morning star” on the daily candle. But the market really needs to get back to the 1.15 area to steady and push on
through the upper 1.15s/low 1.16s (40-day MA at 1.1610) to strengthen. Intraday, we see minor resistance at 1.1450. Support is
1.1375/00.
GBPUSD (1.2762) • Sterling is a modest out-performer on the session, but is barely positive against the USD. EU Commissioner
Moscovici remarked that it was not necessary to have a Brexit deal with the UK but also commented that the UK referendum could “in
theory” be reversed. A UK government spokesperson said a deal was still possibly by Oct, but we view this as perhaps the latest date
for an agreement to be reached – beyond that, the ratification process would likely encroach on the March 2019 “divorce”
deadline. Sterling may struggle to sustain gains while Brexit risks persist.
GBPUSD short-term technicals: neutral – Sterling is steadier overall, with the broader sell-off having stalled last week (weekly doji
candle). Intraday patterns are mildly constructive, with the pound essentially edging steadily higher since last Wednesday. We think
Cable might reach the 1.2790/00 area near-term. But we also think the broader downtrend is still well-entrenched in this market. The
rebound in the pound might only serve to relieve oversold conditions that have accumulated in this market in recent weeks.
USDJPY (110.60) • JPY is quietly consolidating within a remarkably tight range, trading just below last week’s one month high.
Narrowing interest rate differentials are offering support and the 10Y U.S.-Japan yield spread is threatening 275bpts at levels last
observed at the height of Italy’s turmoil from late May. Speculative JPY bears remain vulnerable as Friday’s CFTC data revealed a
fourth consecutive week of short covering. Near-term domestic risk is limited ahead of Friday’s CPI release.
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TODAY'S CALENDAR
Time (ET) Country Release
Period Consensus
09:15
CA Bank of Canada's Wilkins participates in panel
11:00
US Fed's Bostic (voting) speaks on outlook; Q&A
14:00
EC Bundesbank President Jens Weidmann speaks; Q&A unknown
18:00
AU RBA Governor Lowe speaks
21:30
AU RBA August Meeting Minutes
04:30
UK Public Sector Net Borrowing
Jul
-2.0b

Last

4.5b
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